AMENDMENTS TO THE TEXT OF THE INTERNATIONAL CAMELLIA REGISTER
AND THE FIRST AND SECOND SUPPLEMENTS.

R.p.  187  Belle Rankin. Delete (Believed extinct). Add “Light red with some visible
veining, darker towards edges. 25 petals and 20 petaloids. Leaf 7.5 cm x 3.8
cm”. Personal communication, John Grimm.
S.p.  75  Camões. Separate into two cultivars, Camões (João José Gomes) and
Camões (Marques Loureiro).
R.p.  291  Carroll Walker. Change to Carroll Waller. Delete (Correction of previous
entry).
S.p.  128  Ethel-Nook-Scivique. Change to Ethel ‘Nook’ Scivique. Change Mobile,
Ala. to Denham Springs, La.
S.p.  219  Kagiroha. Delete entry.
S.p.  219  Kagiroi. Change to Kagirohi.
R.p.  1297  Mrs Benney Ferey. Change to Mrs Bennie Feray. Delete “Orthographic
error ‘Mrs Bennie Feray’”.
R.p.  1297  Mrs Bennie Feray. Delete invalid entry.
S.p.  332  Quatro de Abril. Add “Sport of Primeiro de Fevereiro.”
S.p.  338  Reverend Ida. Change Bobby Green, Fairhope to Tom Dodd Jr, Semmes,
Ala.
S.p.  416  Webb’s White. Change diameter from 5 cm to 9-9.5 cm.